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Dear Kett Family,  

I would like to thank you for your ongoing support. The transi-
tion back to our family house has been a wonderful experience 
on a personal level. There is something quite special about see-
ing years 7 to 11 mixing happily and confidently.  

To a new parents in Kett, I would like to extend a warm wel-
come to our family. I have spoken to the students recently 
about what it means to be a Kett student and the characteris-
tics that we want to see flourish. The core characteristics that 
Kett students will be encouraged to develop are kindness, intel-
ligence, diligence, curiosity, and being family orientated.  

Things are starting to settle and the student leaders are setting 
their sites on this years objectives. Having met only twice with 
my senior student leaders they have already set about organis-
ing a social dated Friday 1 October, which will have an 80’s 
theme. Believe it or not, I haven’t chose this theme. Both day 
and boarders will be invited to attend as a way to further de-
velop the bond between our students as part of the Kett family. 
Also student leaders are doing bake sales on Mondays, to raise 
money for their formal.  

Settling In  

I wrote to Year 7 boarder parents recently about settling in. 
Settling in applies to all parents and especially those starting in 
Kett for the first time. There are going to be times when stu-
dents struggle. This is part and parcel of being at school and 
the reasons for being upset or feeling down can be so varied. If 
you find that this is happening, get in touch with myself, Mr Da-
vies or matron to discuss. We have a wealth of experience and 
will happily offer support in order to help the student overcome 
their situation that they find themselves in. Our aim is develop 
students ability to overcome and solve problems in time. This 
often requires more support for new starters that can be 
dripped away over time. Unfortunately for a parent, you can’t 
always be there to solve the problem, despite your best inten-
tions.  

 

 

Best Wishes 

  

Mr Collishaw  

Head of Kett Hall 

collisth.staff@wymondhamcollege.org  
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ENTS AND COMPETITIONS 

 

Well done to all the Girls. Following a HOH  dorm checks, the girls dorms were something 
to behold. Therefore, all girls were rewarded with a doughnut party.  

 

Next week, I will be looking who can personalise their dorm the best. There will be some 
pretty good prizes available for this. Parents, please help students to personalise their 
dorms with homely items. Each student has a pin board they can use for photos, posters, 
information and decorative items.  

 

Minute to Win It and Weekend Mug Cakes 
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MATRON CORNER  

Our annual plea with regards to laundry bags and labelling!  

 

It makes our Matrons’ jobs much easier, not to mention hygienic, if 
all boarders are equipped with two named laundry bags; one for 
whites and one for colours.  

 

At the moment the Matrons are often faced with having to separate 
dirty washing to prevent the colours running. Students are also using 
holdalls, plastic bags and even bin bags to bring their dirty washing 
down in, which is far from ideal, as we cannot wash these as we do 
with normal laundry bags. Labelling is also important, especially 
when it comes to re-homing lost property with its rightful owner,  so 
I could I please ask that all clothes are named, above all uniform and 
expensive items of clothing (a Sharpie pen will suffice!)  

 

LAUNDRY 

MEDICATION 

Medication - We respectfully remind you that ALL forms of medica-
tion must be declared and booked in with our Medical Centre be-
fore it enters the Boarding House.  

MEDICATION 

We want our students dorms to be a home from home. Please do 
encourage your children to bring in photos, posters, decorative 
items that can be used to make their dorm a really homely and 
pleasant space to live.  

MOBILE PHONE AND SAYING GOODNIGHT 

Students hand their phones in 5 minutes before they go up to bed. 
Bedtimes are as followis:  

8.45 Y7, 9.00 Y8, 9.15 Y9, 9.30 Y10, 9.45 Y11 

 

Please try to keep conversations short and positive before bed so 
students are able to go to bed and have a good nights sleep.  
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Head of House: Mr Collishaw     collisth.staff@wymodhamcollege.org  
 
Deputy Head of House: Mr Davies      daviesma.staff@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
Assistant Head of House: Mr McGovern      mcgoveja.staff@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
Daytime Supervisor: Ms Piper     piperju.ad@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
 
Tutor Team 
 
Mr Machin     machinro.staff@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
Mr Cox     coxda.staff@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
Mr Griffiths     griffijo.staff@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
Mr Janes     janesel.staff@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
Mr Moon      moonto.staff@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
Mr Durrant     durranmi.staff@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
Mrs Blakey     blakeyel.staff@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
 Mr Kent-Davies     kentdast.staff@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
Dr Bell     bellel.staff@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
 
Matron Team  
 
Mrs Peeke-Vout     peekvoch.ad@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
Mrs Johnson     johnsodi.ad@wymondhamcollege.org 
 
Ms Bird     birdjo.ad@wymondhamcollege.org 

 

 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION  
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I have a dream it’s a forgotten dream.  

 

 I have a dream, a forgotten dream, 

A dream that cannot be recalled, 

Unless we act. Now.  

Stand with your brothers and sisters  

To make a lasting, impactful change. 

 

It’s been a forgotten dream for 57 years –  

Those 57 years have been too long.  

It’s not just a DREAM,  

It’s the way we live, 

And the way we respond to injustices. 

 

Why did they die? Why them,  

Why Are our people killed?  

Jacob Blake. Mark Duggan. 

Breonna Taylor. Ahmed Arbury.  

We are fighting for you, 

We will always remember you. 

 

Being a black person in today’s urban society is 
hard. 

We’re always watched, with targets on our back 
like the burdens of society. 

We are being dragged down. 

And the way I see it, It’s not a dream;  

It’s a cry out to humanity. -   

So the real question is… 

Does Humanity Really Care? 
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH  

Black History Month is an annual celebration of the achievements made throughout the history 
of the African diaspora. The Black Lives Matter protests during the summer of 2020 sparked 
many conversations in the UK about Britain’s historic role in the systems of oppression and 
structural racism present both within this country and across the world. The Kett community 
are keen to build on these conversations not just during the month of October, but to continue 
the conversation throughout the year. 

Agenda Item 1 for House Council: Black History Month (the year ahead)    

Mary Seacole was a mixed raced, British—Jamaican woman and she learnt most of her nursing 
skills from her mother. 

Seacole acquired her nursing skills, which included the use of hygiene, ventilation, warmth, hy-
dration, rest, empathy, good nutrition and care for the dying. 

Mary Seacole was married, but only for a short time before her loyal husband, Edwin Seacole 
died from an illness. Following her husband’s death, Mary focused on caring for sick people. 

Mary wrote a boo about her life, she called it The wonderful Adventures of Mrs. Seacole in Many 
Lands—and it proved a popular read. 

As a mixed-raced woman living in the 19th century, what Mary Seacole achieved in her lifetime 
was truly remarkable . She broke social rules and prejudices to travel the world, run businesses 
and help those in need– even in the most dangerous places. 

Best known for her work as a nurse in the Crimean war, Mary Seacole will forever be remem-
bered as an incredible woman and inspiring role model. 

DID YOU NOW (MARY SEACOLE) 






